Topcoats

AQUATOP 2600

Blended future-proof raw materials
Superior topcoat formulated with high end raw
materials to achieve the highest possible topcoat
quality.

enhanced dirt pick-up resistance, due to a very
smooth and even surface appearance, means Teknos topcoats offer the best insurance in the exterior joinery market.

High class surface appearance
Teknos topcoats provide a high-class surface
appearance. Their levelling and flow capabilities
have been fully optimised, without compromising
the robustness and durability of the finish. Suitable for a wide range of application and process
equipment, Teknos topcoats offer superb value
and a competitive solution for the highest quality
joinery finishes.

EU regulations
Teknos topcoats comply with the VOC Directive
and we work continuously to ensure our products
comply with REACH regulations.

Securing long-lasting durability
Mastering the formulation as well as the application parameters Teknos’ coating systems provide extended service life in both translucent and
opaque systems, protecting against weathering,
UV degradation, mould and fungal attack. Their

Give us a call
A call to Teknos is a quick and easy way to get
sound advice if you are considering using AQUATOP
2600 or any other Teknos coating product.
Our technical support organisation are always
ready to support you in designing your optimal
coatings solution and application system.

Available in opaque and
translucent systems

Applied by airmix (aircoat),
airless with spray gun or
in automatic spray equipment and brush

Features and benefits
Features

Benefits

Colourless resins

A completely natural looking translucent coating with less yellowing in
opaque colours and excellent clarity in translucent shades

Early blocking resistance

Allows for easier, faster and more secure handling of finished window frames
in your production environment

Proprietary technology

Minimised micro foaming in the final paint film and high film build (1)

1.

Traditional topcoat

Teknos topcoat

AQUATOP 2600
Product

AQUATOP 2600

Content

Synthetic binders, water

Colour

Translucent, opaque

Gloss

Available in different gloss levels

Packing

3, 10, 20, 120, 1000 l

Recommended coating systems
Softwood 3-layers
Translucent / Opaque

All wood species 4-layers
Translucent / Opaque

Wood preservative*

TEKNOL AQUA 1410 /
TEKNOL AQUA 1412-01 /
TEKNOL S 6005-00

TEKNOL AQUA 1410 **

Primer

AQUAPRIMER 2900-02
(translucent) / ANTISTAIN
AQUA 2901-52 (white, opaque)
AQUAPRIMER 3130
ANTISTAIN AQUA 5200

AQUAPRIMER 2900-02
(translucent) / ANTISTAIN
AQUA 2901-52 (white, opaque)
AQUAPRIMER 3130
ANTISTAIN AQUA 2901
AQUAFILLER 6500
AQUAPRIMER 3130

Intermediate
Topcoat

AQUATOP 2600

AQUATOP 2600

* Use biocides safely. Always read the label and product information before use.
** Only softwood.
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